About Us / History

Our Appleton location has served the greater
Fox Valley for more than 17 years. Owned and
operated by veteran architect Frank Isaacson and
interior designer Marti Isaacson, our studios offer
first rate design consultation, CAD room planning
and precise quality installation practices. Our
dedicated staff treats each customer as unique
and solves their problems creatively. techline
furniture is our passion and we truly believe in
our motto:

"If we say it's

going to happen...

it does"

Guarantee of Quality:
Our promise to you: It is our promise that we will replace any
component which shows a defect in materials or workmanship
during the first five years of ownership.

About Our Products:

The Techline Brand: A Brief History

techline is a precision furniture and cabinetry system
using primarily laminate panels with accents of fabric,
wood veneer, aluminum and glass. A crisp
architectural look is the goal of our design team. Our
production facility, north of Madison, manufactures for
a perfect fit as well as allowing for interchangability
within the product line. Our color options are also
interchangeable and neutral as a group. techline
products are proven, functional and never go out of
style.

From its roots in medical furniture and cabinetry that
revolutionized office efficiency to an independent tradename
in 1977, techline has evolved to meet the needs of residential,
business and health care customers. Our sprawling 600,000
square foot manufacturing facility in Waunakee, Wisconsin,
houses the latest technologies, design concepts and
professional workmanship that make techline furniture systems
among the most sought-after in the industry.

Contacting Techline:
techline - appleton
10 east college avenue
appleton, wisconsin 54911
920.702.0111 phone
920.738.0111 fax
email: misaacson@techlineonline.com

We are proud of the strong and loyal techline customer
base developed during our nearly three decades in
business. Looking to the future, it is our responsibility to
grow our family of users and continually improve upon our
tradition of quality
manufacturing.

